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Presenting a lot of images in one video is much
better than scrolling through images manually. Insert
an image. The program supports image search by
name in various formats. Supports importing images
from other graphics programs and viewing images in
various modes. Slideshow mode. The program can
automatically set various parameters for slideshows:
video saving time and quality, frame rate and pause
between fragments, volume level. What are video
codecs To work with video, you need a certain set of
codecs. These programs ensure the operation of all
video playback and transmission devices. They are
stored as a separate file and can only be replaced by
newer versions (and therefore also by Windows 7). In
the modern world, all people use various devices -
smartphones, computers, tablets, media players, all
kinds of TVs, etc. Depending on the functionality of
the device, the set of codecs that this device supports
changes. For Windows Vista and Windows 7, the
DivX codec is standard. Many different codec
servers are being developed that can exchange
information. Usually third-party solutions are used,
but for any program to work, a certain set of data is
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required. Support popular codec codec. This includes
AVC/H.264/HEVC, H.265, MPEG-4 AVCHD, etc.
Higher resolution video support. Today there are
more than 50 codecs, but some of them play all
modern video formats: SD, MKV, H264, MP4,
MOV, QT and others. There are also digital codecs,
codecs are a set of algorithms that allow you to
convert digital video to analog. For such algorithms
to work, additional equipment is needed. Difference
between standard and codec decoders. In essence, a
codec is a set of algorithm-dependent video encoding
algorithms that can have different data types. A
standard codec can also play one or more types of
data, depending on the settings. If you need an
additional codec for video playback, you can
download it from the Internet and connect it to your
system. Battery life Depending on the size of the file
you will be converting, it may take more or less
power to run it. The operating time depends on the
specifications and capabilities of your computer.
Required battery life can be found
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